Archival, documentary and campaigning materials available from INNATE

The two INNATE websites https://innatenonviolence.org/ (this, the ‘main’ INNATE website) and https://www.flickr.com/photos/innateireland (the INNATE photo and documentation site) have a substantial amount of material available on a broad understanding of peace, nonviolence and related matters. The following listing can only be considered partial but it is indicative of the contents; it is listed alphabetically in relation to each site.

As always, INNATE is happy to consider additions to its online material. Please contact innate@ntlworld.com

INNATE photo and documentation site
https://www.flickr.com/photos/innateireland

With a total of nearly two and a half thousand entries (as of January 2023), finding what you might want, or be most interested in, can be difficult so it is recommended that most users go to the ‘Albums’ (groupings of photos/entries on a theme). Below is a listing of the albums and their main content, however when clicking on ‘Albums’ online they are not listed alphabetically so you will need to scroll down to the ones you want. Some albums are very limited but photos are grouped this way to make them more accessible. Album can overlap, i.e. one entry can appear in a couple, or more, albums.

You can also use the word search facility in the top menu bar and this is useful where there is no obvious album to search or you are looking for a specific person or organisation not featured as an album. Where possible website links are given. Information about use of the material featured appears on the site (under ‘About’ on the top menu bar)

- Afri – Nearly two hundred photos from Afri events and famine walks over the years.
- Anti-Nuclear power movement – Mainly photos and documentation from late 1970s but also photo essay on wind turbines at site of erstwhile nuclear plant at Carnsore Point.
- AVP/Alternatives to Violence Project – Mainly from the international conference in Ireland. 2014, but also on work in Bolivia and India.
- Bishopscourt Peace Camp, 1983-86 – Photos and documentation from this peace camp at Bishopscourt RAF base, Co Down.
- Churches Peace Education Programe (1978-2005) – A small number of photos and documents on this important resource.
- CND and nuclear disarmament – Mainly 1980s photos and documentation, also Faslane in the ‘noughties.
- Conflict Textiles – Comprehensively documented on its own website, this is a selection of photos from Conflict Textile events and exhibitions.
- COP 26, Glasgow, 2021, a photo essay by Larry Speight.
- Corrymeela Community – A selection of photos of people and events, and documents from over the years.
- Dealing with the past – A small selection of photos, on Northern Ireland and some international.
- Disarmament and resistance to war – A broad sweep of photos and documents from around Ireland.
●Drumcree Faith and Justice Group, Portadown – A small selection of photos and material from this important local group in the 1980s-1990s.
●Ecology and green resistance – A limited but fascinating selection from actions and events.
●Fellowship of Reconciliation – Photos from some International FOR events and some documentation on Irish/Northern Irish FOR (1949-1998)
●G8, Fermanagh, 2013 – Photos from Belfast and Fermanagh alternative events/demonstrations.
●Gender and peace – A selection of photos on this frequent elephant in the room.
●Glencree Centre for Reconciliation – Documents from around the start in 1974 plus photos from the 1980s and recently.
●Human rights – A small selection of photos mainly from Northern Ireland.
●Humour and satire – A miscellany showing the lighter side of entries on the site....
●Inclusive and consensus decision making – A small selection with essential links.
●INNATE history – A selection of photos and entries on INNATE’s events and history since 1987.
●INNATE seminars and conferences – Photos of participants and documentation.
●Irish neutrality – A broad selection of photos and documentary entries.
●Justice Not Terror Coalition, Belfast, 2001+ – Opposition to the ‘war on terror’, post-9/11.
●Kilcranny House, Coleraine (1985-2012) – Photos from this ecologically-focused peace centre.
●Mediation – Some important photos and documentation from the start of focused mediation in Ireland in the mid-1980s, including MNI/Mediation Northern Ireland and MII/Mediators’ Institute of Ireland.
●Men, gender and nonviolence – Photos from international trainings for men by the Women Peacemakers Program (WPP), 2009-10
●Monitoring and accompaniment – A wide range of photos and links to informative material (see the information at the top of the album)
●Museums for Peace, Belfast, 2017 – People and events from their 25th anniversary conference.
●Nonviolence training – Photo from training events at home and abroad.
●Northern Ireland, Troubles and Peace in – Several hundred photos and documents mainly from and about the peace and reconciliation movement, and also the general situation.
●Pax Christi – Documentation and a few photos, mainly 1970s-1990s.
●Peace and Reconciliation Group (PRG), Derry, (1976-2015) – A small number of photos and documents.
●Peace miscellany, 2009-10 – A small number of photos from this time.
●Peace People – Photos from 1986 and documentary material from the beginning in 1976.
●Peace trails – A small but informative selection on peace trails, including Belfast and Mayo.
●Quaker peace work and witness - A limited number of photos on primarily Irish Quaker peace work.
●Raytheon Derry campaign, 1999-2010 – A wide range of photos from the successful campaign to get arms company Raytheon out of Derry.
●Sean MacBride – A small number of writings or interviews, taken from peace movement sources from the 1980s, and one Afri event photo.
●Thales arms company – Photos of demonstrations at the Castlereagh, Belfast plant.
●Tom Weld artwork – Some examples of his map like work on peace and human rights.
●Trade Union/ICTU NIC action for peace – In relation to Northern Ireland and abroad.
●US/NATO military bases, conference against, Dublin 2018 – People and events.
●Witness for Peace (1972+) - A small number of documents and cuttings.
●World Beyond War international conference, Limerick, 2019 – People and events including a visit to Shannon Warport.
INNATE main website *(this one)*
https://innatenonviolence.org/

*Nonviolent News* is the main INNATE resource with all issues available since 1990 (it was occasional until 1994 when it became monthly). It went online in 2003 when the email and web edition became longer than the paper edition which became the first two pages of news only (older issues appear as PDFs). It is still produced in email and web editions (with the same content in both) and a shorter paper edition.

The INNATE website changed to WordPress in 2021 but all the previous material is available – you just need to click on the button to the right of the home page to get to the older site. If word searching for something you may need to do it on both the new and the old sites.

Resources are listed alphabetically below, with an indication where necessary of their location.

- **An alternative defence for Ireland** *(Dawn, 1983)*
  Perhaps somewhat out of date this still indicates it can be done….
  https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

- **Bishopscourt Peace Camp 1983-86**
  A short 4 page broadsheet analysing the history and context of this peace camp.
  https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

- **Christian Nonviolence – a study pack** *(1993)*
  Originally produced by the Fellowship of Reconciliation and Pax Christi, this is a useful introduction to the topic. Nonviolence and other religions have been explored in some *‘Readings in Nonviolence’* in *Nonviolent News*. https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

- **Consensus for small groups**
  An introduction and worksheets including tools that can be used.
  https://innatenonviolence.org/workshops/consensussmallgroups.shtml  See also
  https://www.flickr.com/photos/innateireland/52550857618/in/dateposted/

- **Corrymeela House Belfast**
  A short history of/tribute to Corrymeela House in Belfast which closed in 2014.
  https://innatenonviolence.org/readings/2014_11.shtml

- **Dawn Train**
  PDF copies of all 11 issues are online with contents listing at
  https://innatenonviolence.org/dawntrain/index.shtml  This includes material on facilitating political discussion (Sue and Steve Williams, DT No.11)m what enabled people in the North to change their views (Mari Fitduff, DT10), and much more about peace and nonviolence at home and abroad.

- **Eco echoes**
  A compilation of some of Larry Speight’s columns from *Nonviolent News* married with his keen eye photography. https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

- **Michael Davitt, Land War and Non-violence**
  An 8-page pamphlet from Dawn (1979) exploring this important person and topic.
  https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

- **INNATE annual reports**
  All you never wanted to know about INNATE with a page per year.
  https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/annual-reports/

- **Musical musings on Irish history and culture** *(2002+)*
  An exploration of violence, nonviolence and social change in Ireland through music and ballad, by Rob Fairmichael. https://innatenonviolence.org/resources/musical.shtml

- **Nonviolence – The Irish Experience Quiz**
  A fun way to challenge our perceptions of Ireland over the centuries – with questions on one side and answers on the other. Link at https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/resources/

- **Nonviolence in Ireland – a study guide**
  This can be used for individual or group study with links to material and questions for thought or discussion. Link at https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/resources/
● Nonviolence – An introduction
What it says on the tin - an introduction to nonviolence from INNATE
https://innatenonviolence.org/resources/intro/index.shtml

● Nonviolence Manifesto from INNATE
Short and to the point in 2 sides of A5. Link at https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/resources/

● Nonviolent News since 1990
- News section – monthly news, all issues since 1990 online, covering a wide range of peace, nonviolence, green and human rights news and initiatives from around Ireland, with links where possible.
- Editorials – Commentary on current issues at home and abroad.
- Eco-Awareness – Larry Speight’s incisive commentary on green issues since 2004.
- Readings in Nonviolence – Reviews and material of many different aspects.
- Billy King: Rites Again – Idiosyncratic commentary on the world, the flesh and the devil else.
Each of these sections can be accessed independently or within the relevant full issue.

● Nonviolence in Irish History
Dawn magazine’s pamphlet from 1978 still has important information and a wider message challenging the view of Irish history only being about violence.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

● My kind of nonviolence (2012)
Fifteen people from around the island give their view on what nonviolence is about – a direction is perhaps evident, but no party line.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

● The nuclear syndrome – Victory for the Irish anti-nuclear power movement
An extract from Simon Dalby’s thesis on this significant late-1970s movement looks at questions of organisation and strategy.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

● Peace groups in Ireland through the years
An up to date listing first issued in 2022 giving a very brief profile and links or suggestions for further information. Link at https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

● The Peace People Experience, 1987
An in depth study looking at the overall story after a decade of the Peace People, where the money went, the story of local groups, and interviews with key personnel.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

● Peace trails
Links for at home and abroad in a couple of newsletters on peace trails.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/peace-trails/

● Posters
Designed for home printing, there are well over a hundred small/A4 size posters which cover a multitude of issues in the fields of peace, nonviolence, violence, green issues, human rights and justice.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/posters/

● Workshops/Training in nonviolence, and group work and dynamics
A wide range of material for workshop use – which can also be used for personal study – including one on nonviolent tactics to use in relation to a campaign, the stages a successful movement may go through (’Workshop on strategising’), and gender and violence.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/workshops/

● Vegetarian and vegan cuisine
A short guide for those looking for new ideas for food in this area of importance to countering global warming.
https://innatenonviolence.org/wp/pamphlets/

Materials passed to PRONI
INNATE has passed older archival material to the Public Record Office for Northern Ireland (PRONI) which is based in the Titanic Quarter in Belfast. The volume would be equivalent to about 7 boxes of material of 45 x 35 x 30 cm. A small amount of this material appears digitally in the INNATE photo and documentation site on Flickr https://www.flickr.com/photos/innateireland
Since it requires attendance at PRONI to access this material no comprehensive listing is given here but a full list of material passed to PRONI is available on request to innate@ntlworld.com

What follows is a brief indication of its contents. The PRONI reference numbers for the material are D4828 (deposited 2021) and PTE 83/2022 (for additional material deposited in 2022). It includes Northern Ireland ‘peace and reconciliation’ material as well as internationally-related peace material from both sides of the border in Ireland

**D4828**

Includes dated peace movement ephemera (leaflets, cuttings, papers etc) from 1970s to 2018 and a wide variety of specific files and some photos.

**PTE 83/2022**

Includes more *Dawn* and INNATE materials and extensive materials on the Peace People used in the preparation of ‘The Peace People Experience’ pamphlet (1987).